Application for advertisement within the Railway Network

01. Applicant's Name: ..............................................................

02. Advertising Firm: ..............................................................

03. Advertising Brand Name: ......................................................

04. Mode /Medium of Advertising
   - Banner
   - Poster
   - Rail Carriages
   - Others .....................

05. The Location /Train, expecting for advertisement –
   ................................................ Railway Station /Train/Railway Line/ Railway Premise

06. The position of the Location /Train, expecting for advertisement-
   - Inside the Railway Station displaying to the inside
   - Inside the Railway Station displaying to the outside
   - Outside the Railway Station
   - Inside the train
   - Outside the train

07. Advertising period – from ......................... to .................... (...........Months)

08. Size of the Advertising Location – (ex.5’ x 7’)

09. Sketch of the advertising location
10. This part is applicable only if the advertisements are made inside the Railway Station.

It is stated that advertising of banners/boards/posters at the location, indicated in number 08 is not an obstruction to the operations or other affairs in the Railway Station. Thence it is not an impediment to signaling indication and hence recommend/not recommend for the advertisement.

..........................................................
Railway Station Master

11. This part is applicable only if the advertisement is made outside the Railway Station.

It is started that advertising of the above boards/banners/posters at the location, indicated in Number of is not an impediment to the signaling indication.

..........................................................
Telecommunication and Signaling Inspector

12. It is stated that advertising of boards/banners/posters at the location, indicated in Number of is not an obstruction to the Rail transportation or only other department affair and then it is not risky to the security. Hence it is recommended for display.

As per the inspection/No .08, it is stated that this location is situated in a division, belonged to Municipal, council Urban Council, pradeshiya sabha .

..........................................................
Inspector of Permanent ways

13. It is requested to function to grant the permission, required for advertising within the Railway premise as described above herewith, it has been attached 02 copies or CD of the advertising artwork.

..........................................................
Applicant’s Signature